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With the Bailey tOpO transformer series, Bailey introduces a 
number of electronic transformers that covers a great need in 
the market in this area. 

Topo is Italian for mouse and that is a perfect comparison; 
flexible, small in size but big in performance. The Bailey tOpO 
transformer fits very good in small spaces such as a suspended 
ceiling. 

This dimmable transformer starts at 0W which is ideal for 
LED lamps because no minimum load is required. In addition 
to 12V LED lamps, this transformer is also suitable for 12V 
halogen lamps. Dimmable with both trailing edge and leading 
edge dimmers. For the conversion to LED, one must calculate 
as follows: 105W (Mighty type) halogen = 70W LED, 70W 
halogen (Jerry type) = 45W LED, 50W halogen (Mini type) = 
30W LED, 50W halogen (Little type) = 20W LED. 

To make the whole even more attractive and recognizable,  
the housing is in the well-known Bailey green.
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Little 
146219

73 x 36 x 25 mm (L x B x H) 

0 - 20W LED 

0 - 50W Halogen

Mini 
145683

109 x 42 x 25 mm (L x B x H) 

0 - 30W LED 

0 - 50W Halogen

Jerry 
145684

113 x 44 x 28 mm (L x B x H) 

0 - 45W LED 

0 - 70W Halogen

Mighty 
145685

113 x 44 x 28 mm (L x B x H) 

0 - 70W LED 

0 - 105W Halogen
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145616
AR37 GBF Ba15d 3W  

830 280lm

145704
ES111/R111 G53 9W  

927 620lm 

145103
GY6.35 4.5W  

827 520lm 

80100041297
Quatro GU5.3 3W  

827 300lm 

145369
MR11 GU4 4.4W  

827 370lm 

There is a new tOpO in town!! 🤫 We call him Little.

combinations
The Topo transformers combine perfectly with the Bailey 12V low-voltage lamps in halogen and LED.

On this page some LED examples, G4, G6.35, GY6.35, GU4 (MR8, MR11), GU5.3 (MR16), G53 (ES111/R111), Ba15d 
(AR37, AR56, AR70, P26), E14 (T25, P26), E27 (A60, G45), B22d (A60, G45).  
Click here for an overview of the 12V LED lamps | Click here for an overview of the 12V halogen lamps
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For 12V LED and halogen lamps

Starts from 0W (ideal for LED)

Works with most trailing edge and  
leading edge dimmers

Very compact

12V

0W
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